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Essay Paper

1. Rotational policy for students in classrooms

GS 3

1. Net zero emissions by 2070
2. Parachute Unit practising Combat Manoeuvres
3. Ganges Dolphin
Q – A rotational policy for students in classrooms may be a better fit for pandemic times. Comment?

INTRODUCTION = Almost two years after the Covid pandemic forced schools to shut down and learning went online, schools are slowly reopening across the country. Authorities are right to err on the side of caution and the phased reopening of schools – on since September – was a sensible idea. However, the hybrid model combining offline and online classes is challenging. If purely online classes threw up issues such as poor learning outcomes, unreliable internet connectivity and the digital divide between rich and poor students, the hybrid model does little to mitigate them.
On the contrary, hybrid models could lead to confusion. After all, teaching online and offline classes are totally different. If half the students are coming to school and the other half logging on from home, addressing both sets will require teachers to smoothly transition from offline to online teaching modes in real time. This in turn is bound to see a dip in teaching quality. Perhaps a better approach would be to adopt a rotational policy where 50% of students attend physical classes on certain days of the week, while the other 50% come to school on the remaining days.

True, this is still not without risks as vaccination for children is yet to begin. That’s why regulators need to keep speed in mind. Millions of children in countries across the world have already received vaccines. The list includes Denmark, Spain, France, Britain, Germany, US, Canada and China. There’s no reason Indian children should wait for months. A survey of around 1,400 underprivileged schoolchildren across 15 states has shown that pandemic-related school closures have created a four-year learning deficit. We are potentially looking at a partially lost generation here unless schooling is normalised as fast as possible.

GS 3

❖ Environment

Q- India will achieve net zero emissions by 2070. Elucidate?

BACKGROUND = India will achieve net zero emissions latest by 2070, Prime Minister Narendra Modi said at the COP26 summit in Glasgow. Until now, India was the only major emitter that had not committed to a timeline to achieve net zero, or a year by which it would ensure its net carbon dioxide emissions would be zero.

- By 2030, India will ensure 50% of its energy will be sourced from renewable sources. India also committed to reduce its carbon emissions until 2030 by a billion tonnes.
- India will also reduce its emissions intensity per unit of GDP by less than 45%.
- India would also install systems to generate 500 gigawatts of renewable energy by 2030, a 50 GW increase from its existing target.
- In the spirit of climate justice, rich developed countries ought to be providing at least $1 trillion in climate finance to assist developing countries and those most vulnerable.
The principles of Equity and Common but Differentiated Responsibilities and Respective Capabilities (CBDR-RC) and, recognition of the very different national circumstances of countries be respected. Taking on net zero targets, requires a sharp shift to clean energy sources that several experts have opined, will impose a steep cost.

Sustainable modes of living being practised in certain traditional communities ought to be made part of school curricula and the lessons from India’s efforts at adaptation in programmes such as Jal Jeevan mission, Swach Bharat mission and mission ujwala ought to be popularized globally.

❖ Security

Q- Write a note on the Parachute Unit practising Combat Manoeuvres?

BACKGROUND = As the Army prepares to remain deployed in large numbers in the high-altitude areas of eastern Ladakh with the stand-off with China still unresolved, the 50th Parachute Brigade is conducting an airborne exercise and combat manoeuvres along the northern borders in the region to validate its rapid response capabilities.
Use -

- Pre-acclimatised troops, along with specialist vehicles and missile detachments, were transported via C-130 and AN-32 aircraft from five different mounting bases to validate inter-theatre moves, precision stand-off drops, rapid grouping and capture of designated objectives with speed and surprise.

- The drop was particularly challenging due to the low temperatures of up to minus-20 degrees and rarefied atmosphere in super high-altitude terrain.

- The exercise involves use of oxygen systems during free fall jumps and integrated battle drills by airborne forces, mechanised columns and attack helicopters for seamless integration. The parachute brigade is known as the Shatrujeet Brigade.

- With winter approaching, the Army has mostly completed its stocking to support the troops for the next few months.

❖ Biodiversity

Q- Initiatives to take care of the Ganges Dolphin and Why?

BACKGROUND = The Jal Shakti Ministry released a –

- Guide for the safe rescue and release of stranded Ganges river dolphins.

The document has been prepared by the Turtle Survival Alliance and the Environment, Forest and Climate Change Department (EFCCD) of the Uttar Pradesh Government. The guide has been drawn from years of experience of rescuing 25 Ganges river dolphins stranded in irrigation canals.

- The species, whose global population is estimated at 4,000, is mostly found in the Indian subcontinent.
- The dolphins often accidentally enter canals in northern India and are unable to swim up against the gradient. They are also vulnerable to harm by people.
- Best practices on crowd control, dolphin capture from canals and handling, transfer, transport and release are part of the guide.
Found throughout the Ganges-Brahmaputra-Meghna and Karnaphuli-Sangu river systems of Nepal, India and Bangladesh, the Ganges river dolphin [Platanista gangetica gangetica] is a global priority and is also an indicator of healthy aquatic systems.

The guide was also simultaneously released via local fishermen at the Ghaghra river, a prime habitat where most of the rescued dolphins were released in the past few years.

Q- The Regional Anti-Terrorist Structure (RATS) is a permanent organ of?
   a. SCO   
   b. BRICS 
   c. IBSA 
   d. ASEAN 

Q. Exercise ‘Dharma Guardian’ is a military exercise between:
   a. India and Maldives 
   b. India and Mongolia 
   c. India and Japan 
   d. India and Philippines

Answer: C

Exercise Dharma Guardian is a joint military
   • Exercise between India and Japan that is held annually. Hence, option C is the correct answer. Exercise Dharma Guardian – 2019 The Joint Military Exercise Dharma Guardian2019 between India and Japan will be conducted to share experience gained during various Counter-Terrorism Operations in respective countries. It is an annual training event which is being.
   • Conducted in India since 2018. The scope of this exercise covers joint training.
   • On counter-terrorism operations in the jungle and urban scenario. The joint military exercise will enhance.
   • The level of defence co-operation as well as bilateral relations between the two nations.
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